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JSSI Continues to Expand Helicopter Coverage 

Adds New Engine Program for Sikorsky S-76D and Parts-Only for MD Explorer 

 

LABACE 2016 - São Paulo, Brazil – Jet Support Services, Inc. (JSSI), the leading provider of hourly 

cost maintenance programs for the business aviation industry, has introduced engine coverage for the 

new Pratt & Whitney Canada PW210S that powers the Sikorsky S-72D. JSSI is also introducing 

Airframe Parts-Only coverage for the MD Explorer.  

 

Neil Book, President and CEO for JSSI stated, “Our plan is to provide maintenance programs for the 

widest cross section of aircraft in the helicopter and fixed wing marketplace. Helicopter operators 

deserve strong alternatives to the OEM programs. JSSI provides an alternative at a great value with 

even better service. The recently added MD Explorer Program makes JSSI the only provider with 

solutions for all the current MD Helicopters in production. And now the S-76D operators have a 

competitive choice for a more comprehensive engine program. We look forward to a talking with our 

clients and prospects during LABACE to further demonstrate how we can reduce their overall cost of 

maintenance, improve the residual value of their helicopters or fixed-wing turbine aircraft, and enhance 

their overall customer service experience,” added Book. 

 

The JSSI Premium Program for the PW210S engine covers scheduled and unscheduled events, as 

well as Life Limited Components and much more. JSSI Premium also offers a variety of options, 

including Removal and Replacement (R&R), off-site AOG logistical support, shipping, parts and labor 

for routine inspections. Sikorsky S-76D operators also have the option of enrolling in the JSSI 

Unscheduled Engine Program that provides 100% coverage for unscheduled maintenance, by making 

one simple payment each year, based on annual utilization.  

 



The MD Explorer Airframe Parts-Only Program offers three coverage options, coverage for the life 

limited components, on-condition components, and avionics. Owners and operators may select any or 

all of these coverages for a single hourly rate. JSSI will also work with clients to add mission-specific 

equipment to further tailor the program specifically to their helicopter. JSSI Engine Programs can be 

bundled with the Airframe Parts-Only Program for Tip-to-Tail® coverage. 

 

Today, JSSI offers Tip-to-Tail, Engine, Airframe, and APU coverage for over 350 different aircraft 

models, including more than 75 helicopters. For more details about these programs, please see a JSSI 

representative at this week’s LABACE Conference in Sao Paulo, Brazil at booth 3002, or email them 

at sales@jetsupport.com. 

 
 
About Jet Support Services, Inc.  
  
For more than 25 years, JSSI has been the only hourly cost maintenance provider covering virtually all 

makes and models of business aircraft, engines and APUs. JSSI provides its customers with 

comprehensive, flexible and affordable financial tools for managing the often unpredictable costs of 

operating and maintaining nearly all types of turbine-powered aircraft, including jets, turbo-props and 

turbine-powered helicopters. As the creator of the revolutionary Tip-to-Tail® Program, JSSI is the only 

single source provider of this trademarked service. JSSI serves customers globally and manages 

maintenance services through its worldwide infrastructure of certified technical advisors. For more 

information, go to www.jetsupport.com.  
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